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Neuropathic pain (NP) is a devastating chronic pain condition affecting roughly 80%

of the spinal cord injury (SCI) patient population. Current treatment options are largely

ineffective and neurophysiological mechanisms of NP are not well-understood. Recent

studies in neuroimaging have suggested that NP patients have differential patterns of

functional activity that are dependent upon the neurological condition causing NP. We

conducted an exploratory pilot study to examine functional activation and connectivity in

SCI patients with chronic NP compared to SCI patients without NP.We developed a novel

somatosensory attention task to identify short term fluctuations in neural activity related

to NP vs. non-painful somatosensation using functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI). We also collected high-resolution resting state fMRI to identify connectivity-based

correlations over time between the two groups. We observed increased activation

during focus on NP in brain regions associated with somatosensory integration and

representational knowledge in pain subjects when compared with controls. Similarly,

NP subjects showed increased connectivity at rest in many of the same areas of the

brain, with positive correlations between somatomotor networks, the dorsal attention

network, and regions associated with pain and specific areas of painful and non-painful

sensation within our cohort. Although this pilot analysis did not identify statistically

significant differences between groups after correction for multiple comparisons, the

observed correlations between NP and functional activation and connectivity align with

a priori hypotheses regarding pain, and provide a well-controlled preliminary basis for

future research in this severely understudied patient population. Altogether, this study

presents a novel task, identifies regions of increased task-based activation associated

with NP after SCI in the insula, prefrontal, and medial inferior parietal cortices, and

identifies similar regions of increased functional connectivity associated with NP after

SCI in sensorimotor, cingulate, prefrontal, and inferior medial parietal cortices. This, along
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with our complementary results from a structurally based analysis, provide multi-modal

evidence for regions of the brain specific to the SCI cohort as novel areas for further study

and potential therapeutic targeting to improve outcomes for NP patients.

Keywords: functional connectivity, resting-state fMRI, task-based fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging,

fMRI, spinal cord injury, neuropathic pain

INTRODUCTION

Neuropathic pain (NP) is a spontaneous, chronic pain condition
caused by a lesion or disease of the nervous system (1). It is
reported to affect ∼80% (2) of the estimated 294,000 people
currently living with spinal cord injury (SCI) and the roughly
18,000 people per year who sustain a SCI in the United States
alone (3). NP remains complex and difficult to treat for the SCI
patient population, due in part to other secondary conditions
of SCI and a lack of a physiological mechanistic understanding
of NP in general (4). Functional neuroimaging provides an
opportunity to better understand how the brain actively and
passively processes NP. However, a majority of past NP studies
have used healthy, ambulatory control populations. SCI itself
is known to result in functional and structural reorganization
within the central nervous system (5–10), limiting our ability to
draw strong conclusions from these studies with healthy controls.
Although there are a growing number of studies that do compare
those who develop NP after SCI to those who do not, a clear
understanding of neurological activity related to NP in the SCI
population has yet to be developed.

Previous neuroimaging studies have used resting state
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) to identify
activity-based differences between those with and without
chronic pain in other patient populations. Many of these
studies have shown a decrease in default mode network activity,
increased correlation between typically anticorrelated networks,
and increased functional activity in somatomotor, insular, frontal,
and medial parietal regions in patients with various pain
conditions compared to controls (11–15). It has also been
shown that such neurological signatures seem to be specific to
the cause of NP (16), with distinct differences in resting state
activity between populations with different primary diagnoses,
such as diabetic neuropathy and failed back surgery syndrome
(15–18). Task-based fMRI (t-fMRI) has also been used in an
attempt to elucidate neurological correlates of pain perception in
chronic pain populations (19–21). However, these studies have
utilized elicited pain paradigms, which are likely more applicable
to the acute pain response rather than identifying activation
patterns related to the chronic pain state. Further, those with
SCI have been shown to have altered pain modulation properties
in response to external stimuli and the relationship of these
neurological changes to NP perception is unknown (22).

In this pilot study, we use t-fMRI and rs-fMRI to identify
activation and connectivity differences in SCI subjects with
chronic NP compared to SCI controls without NP. We have

developed a novel task in an attempt to identify short-
term activation differences between painful and non-painful
somatosensation without external stimulation. We also sought
to identify functional connectivity differences in those with NP

using rs-fMRI to identify activity-based correlations between
cortical and subcortical brain regions over time. In addition
to this fMRI analysis, we have completed a complementary
study of structural connectivity and gray matter volume changes
associated with NP after SCI in the same cohort1. These
studies together provide multi-modal evidence for brain regions
specifically correlated with NP after SCI that could be used to
guide future development of targeted neurological intervention
options to improve pain outcomes for these patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subject Selection and Collection of
Medical History and Demographics
Subjects were selected via medical record review based on the
following inclusion and exclusion criteria: (1) individuals must
have sustained a traumatic SCI at least 1 year prior to enrollment
in the study; (2) individuals must be between 18 and 45 years of
age at the time of enrollment; (3) medical records must show that
individuals have an American Spinal Cord Injury Association
Impairment Scale (AIS) classification of either A or B, indicating
that they do not have motor function below their level of SCI; (4)
individuals cannot have any medical history of diabetes, cancer,
amputation, brain injury, stroke, or any neurological injury or
condition other than SCI; (5) individuals do not report any pain
condition, such as arthritis, other than NP; (6) individuals do not
have any conditions with which an MRI would be unsafe. All
subjects provided informed consent to undergo study procedures
and the full study protocol was approved of by the University of
Utah Institutional Review Board.

In addition to a review of medical records for each participant,
each subject completed a questionnaire that confirmed SCI
date, level, and method of injury, as well as current medical
diagnoses, medical history, and current medications. Subjects
also completed the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS) (23). To assess presence and severity of NP, subjects
completed three additional pain rating scales. The first of these
included a subjective pain description and a numeric pain rating
scale (NPRS), for which subjects rated their pain (0–10) at the
time of their MRI scan as well as their worst and best pain rating
for the 24 h prior to the scan. The second pain rating scale was
the Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory (NPSI) (24), which
asks about various neuropathic symptoms over the previous 24 h,
each classified into a NP sub-category and rated on a scale of
0–10. Finally, subjects completed the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)
(25), which captures subject demographic information, pain

1Black SR, Janson A, Mahan M, Anderson J, Butson CR. Structural

hyperconnectivity and gray matter volume changes associated with neuropathic

pain after spinal cord injury. Rev. (unpublished).
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location and treatment strategies, and quantifies pain severity
and functional interference. Subjects with a maximumNPSI sub-
score of at least 2 were put in the pain group and those lacking
neuropathic symptoms were placed in the control group.

Image Acquisition and Analysis
All imaging for this study was obtained using a 64-channel
head coil on the same Siemens PRISMA 3T system in the
Utah Center for Advanced Imaging Research (UCAIR) at the
University of Utah. Prior to any analysis, subjects’ structural
volumes, obtained using an MP2RAGE imaging sequence with 1
× 1× 1mm voxel resolution, 5,000ms TR, and 2.93ms TE, were
realigned to correct for motion between slices, segmented, and
registered toMNI space. Pre-processing and analysis of structural
and functional imaging data was completed using Statistical
ParametricMapping (SPM12) (26) andMATLAB software unless
otherwise specified.

Task fMRI
Following acquisition of structural imaging, subjects
underwent multi-band echoplanar t-fMRI which consisted
of a somatosensory focus task lasting 8min and 26.3 s, resulting
in 670 image volumes with 2 × 2 × 2mm voxel resolution,
740ms TR, 33.2ms TE, a multi-band acceleration factor of eight,
and a flip angle of 52 degrees. The task, outlined in Figure 1,
consisted of 10 s focus periods separated by 5 s rest periods.
During the focus periods, pain group subjects were asked to
alternate between focusing on the body area in which their pain
was highest (pain focus state), and their hands, a body area in
which none of the subjects had pain symptoms (non-pain focus
state). Pain group subjects were also asked to verbally rate their
pain from 0 to 10 between each focus period. Verbal ratings
were obtained, rather than using a finger-controlled mechanism,
due to the fact that approximately one third of the subjects for
this study did not have sufficient motor function to operate a
hand held device. Control group subjects were age (±4 years),
sex, and injury level (±2 levels) matched to pain group subjects
(see Table 1). All three matching criteria were considered when
pairing subjects between groups; sex could not vary, level of
injury could not vary more than two spinal levels, and age could
not vary more than 4 years in either direction between matches.
If a subject in one group did not have a corresponding match
in the other group, they were excluded from the groupwise
comparisons for this analysis. Control group subjects were asked
to alternate focusing on the same two body areas as their pain
group counterpart. Pain subjects’ most painful body region
was obtained prior to their MRI and all cueing was presented
electronically using E-Prime 3.0 Software (Psychology Software
Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).

Each subject’s t-fMRI volumes were realigned to correct for
movement between measurements, high-pass filtered at 128 s,
coregistered to that subject’s T1 structural imaging, smoothed
using a 6 × 6 × 6mm full width half maximum Gaussian
kernel, and registered to MNI space for between subject and
group comparisons. We compared blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) activation differences between pain and control group
subjects using an independent two sample t-test for the contrast

FIGURE 1 | Somatosensory focus task paradigm. Pain subjects were asked

to alternate between two active focus periods of 10 s. For the first focus

period, the pain focus, subjects were asked to focus only on their most painful

area. Subjects were asked to focus on their intrinsic somatosensation in a

body area in which they did not have pain symptoms for the second, non-pain

focus period. This was the hands for all subjects. Five second rest periods

separated focus periods during which time pain subjects verbally rated their

pain on a 0–10 rating scale. Control subjects were asked to focus on the

intrinsic somatosensation in the same two body areas as their age, sex, and

injury level matched pain group counterpart.

TABLE 1 | Groupwise summary of demographics, SCI statistics, and anxiety,

depression, and pain metrics.

Variable Pain group Control group

Sex (M/F) 14/6 14/2

Mean age (SD) 21.05 (9.01) 28.75 (6.01)

Tetraplegic 11 11

Paraplegic 9 5

Mean time since SCI in months (SD) 95.25 (86.25) 89 (62.09)

Method of injury

Vehicular 11 10

Fall 2 1

Sports 7 4

Other 0 1

Mean HADS anxiety score (SD)** 6.65 (3.36) 2.18 (1.80)

Mean HADS depression score (SD)* 5.05 (5.05) 1.94 (1.70)

Mean NPSI maximum subscore (SD) 5.66 (1.94) 0

Mean NPRS at scan time (SD) 3.45 (1.65) 0

Mean BPI severity score (SD) 3.93 (1.83) 0

Mean BPI interference score (SD) 3.59 (2.85) 0

*Significant difference between pain and control groups (p < 0.005).

**Significant difference between pain and control groups (p < 0.00005).

between each focus state (i.e., BOLD activation during pain focus
state minus activation during non-pain focus state, indicating
increased activation during the pain focus state, was compared
between groups), using age, sex, and time since SCI as nuisance
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covariates and a cluster defining threshold of p < 0.05. Only
subjects for whom there was a matched control were used for this
comparison. We also compared activation differences between
the pain and non-pain focus state within the pain group alone
using the same statistical methods. Finally, we completed a
post-hoc analysis to (1) assess any significant activation during
either the pain or the non-pain focus state for each group
individually and (2) identify differences in the between groups
comparison with a non-parametric permutation testing approach
using the Statistical non-Parametric Mapping (SnPM) toolbox
in SPM12 (27). For the SnPM statistical approach, we repeated
the analysis using cluster defining thresholds of p < 0.001 and
p < 0.01.

Resting-State fMRI
Two 15-min acquisitions of multiband echoplanar rs-fMRI were
obtained for each subject. Each acquisition resulted in 1,220
image volumes with 2 × 2 × 2mm voxel resolution, 740ms TR,
33.2ms TE, multi-band acceleration factor of 8, and a flip angle
of 52 degrees. To facilitate motion and artifact correction, the
two scans were acquired with opposite phase encoding directions
(L-R and R-L). Similar to the t-fMRI time series, volumes were
realigned to correct for motion, coregistered to the structural
imaging, and registered to MNI space. We also performed
voxelwise nuisance regression of motion parameters as well as
pulse and respiratory waveforms in the BOLD signal using phase
shifted soft tissue correction techniques (28). Specifically, we
regressed out the following signal components, each of which was
bandpass filtered between 0.001 and 0.1Hz (28): [1]Whitematter
time series were obtained from the mean time series of voxels
within two regions of interest in the bilateral centrum semiovale;
[2] CSF time series were obtained from degraded image of the
lateral ventricles, removing all voxels not completely surrounded
by CSF; [3] Soft tissue time series was obtained from a restriction
mask of the extracranial facial soft tissues; [4] Respiration volume
per time convolved with respiration response function (29); [5]
Respiratory belt measurements integrated over each TR to obtain
average position of the chest during each imaging volume; [6]
Pulse oximeter, integrated over each TR; [7] Time series obtained
from 6 affine realignment parameters from themotion correction
step. We further corrected for motion by censoring the time
series, removing volumes before and after any head movement
>0.2mm. The time series used for subsequent analysis were
comprised of the remaining concatenated volumes for each of
the two acquisitions for each subject. We compared head motion
between groups using a two-sample t-test with the mean head
motion for each subject across both rs-fMRI scans.

For connectivity analysis, we used a combined parcellation
comprised of 361 regions of interest (ROIs) as well as 3
separately defined ROIs that we hypothesized to be involved in
NP processing. The combined parcellation included 333 gray
matter ROIs covering cerebral cortex (30), 14 subcortical gray
matter ROIs (31), and 14 ROIs in cerebellar cortex (32). We
isolated 3 composite ROIs using Neurosynth (neurosynth.org),
to assess correlations with regions specifically associated with
pain and somatosensation. Neurosynth automatically parses a
wide-ranging database of neuroimaging articles and performs

a meta-analysis of those articles in order to compute statistical
maps of regions that have been shown to be correlated with
the user-provided terms (33). We generated association maps
with Neurosynth using “pain,” “foot,” and “hand” as individual
keywords for database query. Visualizations of these maps can
be found in Figure 2. All pain group subjects exhibited pain
symptoms in one or both of their feet and lacked pain symptoms
in their hands. Therefore, foot and handwere chosen as correlates
for painful and non-painful somatosensory connectivity. For
each set of regions, Fisher-transformed correlations between each
of the ROIs were averaged for each subject between the two 15-
min rs-fMRI acquisitions for that subject and group statistics
were calculated using mean head motion, age, sex, and time since
SCI as nuisance covariates.

RESULTS

Cohort Characterization
A total of 36 subjects with SCIs between spinal levels C4
and T12 were enrolled and underwent the imaging protocol
for this study. Details for each subject are summarized in
Supplementary Table 1. Of the 36 subjects recruited for this
study, 20 (14 male) were categorized into the pain group and
16 (14 male) in the control group. Two subjects discontinued
participation during the MRI protocol due to anxiety and were
therefore excluded from functional imaging analysis, but their
data is included in the cohort characterization results below.
A flow diagram showing the distribution of subjects for each
analysis and reasons for exclusion at each step is shown in
Figure 3.

We found no significant differences between groups in any
demographic category tested, except marital status for which
the pain group had a higher proportion of married subjects.
There was also no significant difference between groups in the
ratio of subjects taking psychoactive medications (p= 0.12). The
majority of subjects (16 pain, 8 control) were on regular oral or
intrathecal doses of muscle relaxants or antispasmodics, such as
baclofen. In addition, there were subjects taking antidepressant
medications (6 pain, 4 control), antiepileptic medications (9 pain,
1 control), and narcotic pain medications (6 pain). Pain group
subjects showed significantly higher levels of both anxiety (p <

0.00005) and depression (p < 0.005) compared to the control
group. Table 1 shows a summary of the pain and control groups
for each of the main demographics and characteristics captured
for this study.

Pain group subjects rated their pain at the time of the scan at
an average± standard deviation of 3.5± 1.7 out of 10. Pain group
subjects also rated their worst pain in the 24 h prior to the scan as
5.5 ± 2.2 and best or lowest pain levels as 2.1 ± 1.1 on average.
Overall pain severity for pain subjects, scored using the BPI was
3.9 ± 1.8 and functional interference of pain was 3.6 ± 2.9 out
of 10.

The NPSI captures the severity of neuropathic symptoms
and is broken down into sub-categories, which include burning,
pressure, paroxysmal, evoked, and paresthesia pain. Within the
pain group, average ratings for each of the sub-categories for
the 24 h prior to each subject’s scan were 4.6 ± 2.5 for burning,
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FIGURE 2 | Individually defined association maps used as ROIs for connectivity analysis. Association maps isolated with Neurosynth (neurosynth.org) using “pain” (A),

“foot” (B), and “hand” (C) as individual keywords. The foot and hand keywords were chosen as correlates for painful and non-painful somatosensory activity,

respectively. Selected axial (top row), sagittal (bottom row, left), and coronal (bottom row, right) slices representing the spatial distribution of each functional association

area are shown for each keyword. Each association map was treated as an individual ROI for inclusion in our connectivity analysis.

1.6 ± 1.7 for pressure, 3.3 ± 2.5 for paroxysmal, 1.7 ± 2.1 for
evoked, and 4.4 ± 2.2 paresthesia pain. The sub-category for
which neuropathic symptoms were rated as most severe was
burning for 9 subjects, pressure for 1, paroxysmal for 3, evoked

for 1, and paresthesia for 6 of the 20 pain group subjects. The
average maximumNPSI sub-score for each subject was 5.7± 1.9.

After the scan, subjects rated pain levels during the MRI for
burning as 2.7 ± 2.1, pressure as 1.1 ± 1.3, paroxysms as 2.0 ±
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FIGURE 3 | Flow diagram of subjects enrolled and included in resting state connectivity (rs-FMRI) and task-based (t-fMRI) analyses.

2.0, and paresthesia as 3.2 ± 2.2. The evoked pain sub-category
asks about the severity of pain in response to brushing, pressure,
and sensory contact stimuli, which were not administered during
the MRI protocol. Therefore, this sub-category was excluded
from the post-scan survey. During their time in the scanner, the
most severe symptoms were burning for 8 subjects, pressure for
1 subject, paroxysms for 1 subject, and paresthesia for 10 subjects
with the average maximum sub-score rating of 3.7± 2.1.

Task fMRI
Imaging from a total of 32 subjects was used for this analysis. One
subject was excluded because, although they were categorized
into the pain group, they were not experiencing NP symptoms
at the time of the scan and were therefore unable to perform the
requirements of the task. A second subject was excluded because
they did not have t-fMRI data of usable quality due to technical
error (Figure 3).

We assessed the difference between groups for the pain minus
non-pain focus contrast to identify regions of increased activity
during the pain focus state in our NP subjects. A total of 14
subjects per group (13 male) were included in this comparison.
Six subjects did not have matches in the opposite subject group
and were therefore excluded.

When comparing BOLD activation between groups during the
pain focus state, we observed increased activation (p < 0.0005
uncorrected) in the pain group when compared to the control
group in left ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (T =

4.48), left anterior insula (T = 4.35), left retrosplenial cortex

(T = 4.23), and right fusiform (T = 4.23). Figure 4 shows a
T-statistic map of the regions of increased activation (p < 0.05
uncorrected) in the pain group during the pain focus state in
contrast to the non-pain focus state. Detailed cluster and peak
level statistics for this between groups contrast can be found
in Supplementary Table 2. We found no significant regions of
increased activation in the control subjects compared to the
pain subjects during the pain focus state. When repeating this
analysis using the SnPM approach, no significant clusters were
identified using a cluster defining threshold of p < 0.001. At a
relaxed cluster defining threshold of p < 0.01, we identified a
cluster in the anterior insula with a significance of p < 0.006
uncorrected, with a FWE corrected p-value of 0.12. This cluster
overlapped with the increased activation seen with the SPM
results in anterior insula. Supplementary Figure 1 shows a T-
statistic map of the regions of increased activation in the pain
group during the pain focus state in contrast to the non-pain
focus state using the SnPM analysis. Detailed cluster and peak
level statistics for this between groups contrast using the SnPM
analysis can be found in Supplementary Table 3.

For within group comparisons, we assessed activation
differences between the two focus states for each group
individually. Because matched controls were not required,
we included all 17 pain group subjects (14 male) and 15
control group subjects (13 male) with usable t-fMRI for
these comparisons.

Pain subjects’ ratings of their pain severity was significantly
different between focus states (p < 0.01e-60) with an average
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FIGURE 4 | Increased activation in NP subjects compared to controls during the pain focus state in contrast to the non-pain focus state. T-statistic mapping of

increased BOLD activation (p < 0.05 uncorrected) in NP subjects during the pain focus state when compared to the pain minus non-pain contrast in control subjects.

Increased activity was seen in bilateral anterior and posterior insula, left retrosplenial cortex, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. Clusters with fewer than 10

contiguous voxels were filtered for clarity. The difference between axial slices is 5mm and z-values are relative to the AC/PC plane.

NPRS rating of 3.86 ± 1.58 during the pain focus state and 1.92
± 1.53 during the non-pain focus state. There were increases
in activation (p < 0.0005 uncorrected) in the pain during the
pain focus state compared to the non-pain focus state in both
right (T = 5.09) and left (T = 4.56) inferior precuneus, left
middle temporal gyrus (T = 4.56), and right anterior insula (T =

4.89). There were also smaller regions of increased activation in
bilateral orbitofrontal cortex, middle cingulate cortex, and right
lingual gyrus. Figure 5 shows a T-statistic map of the regions
showing increased activation (p < 0.05 uncorrected) during the
pain focus state when compared to the non-pain focus state in the
pain group subjects. Detailed cluster and peak level statistics can
be found in Supplementary Table 4. There were no brain regions

that showed increased BOLD activation during the non-pain
focus state when compared to the pain focus state. In the control
group subjects, there were no significant regions with differences
in BOLD activation between the two focus states. Our post-hoc
analysis looking at the pain and control groups individually to
identify significant activation in either the pain or the non-pain
focus state did not show any significant activation in either state
for either group.

Resting-State Connectivity
Of the 34 subjects with usable fMRI data, 33 were used for
this analysis. One pain group subject was excluded because we
did not have recorded pulse and respiratory data with which to
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FIGURE 5 | Increased activation in NP subjects during the pain focus state compared to the non-pain focus state. T-statistic mapping of increased BOLD activation (p

< 0.05 uncorrected) during the pain focus state when compared to the non-pain focus state in the NP subject group. Increased activity was seen bilaterally in

precuneus, anterior insula, middle temporal gyrus, middle cingulate cortex, and orbitofrontal cortex, and unilaterally in the left lingual gyrus. Clusters fewer than 10

contiguous voxels were filtered for clarity. The difference between axial slices is 5mm and z-values are relative to the AC/PC plane.

correct their rs-fMRI time series. Thus, we compared rs-fMRI
data between 18 pain group (13 male) and 15 control group (14
male) subjects (Figure 3).

We found no significant difference in head motion using
the mean motion across both resting scans for each subject (p
= 0.2916). Whole brain, all-to-all comparisons between pain
and control groups for the 361 ROI combined parcellation
showed increases (p < 0.05 uncorrected) in connectivity between
regions of the anterior cingulate, medial prefrontal cortex, and
somatosensory cortex in pain group subjects. The cortical regions
of the combined parcellation are categorized into associative
communities, which include auditory, cingulo-opercular,
cingulo-parietal, default, dorsal attention, fronto-parietal,

retrosplenial, somatomotor hand, somatomotor mouth,
salience, and ventral attention networks as well as a group of
regions with no specific network association (30). Decreases
(p < 0.05 uncorrected) in connectivity were seen between
subcortical nuclei and the default network, dorsal attention
network, and regions with no network associations, though
these effects were less pronounced than the increases in
connectivity seen among other networks. There were widespread,
increases (p < 0.05 uncorrected) in connectivity between both
somatomotor networks and nearly every other network. This
hyperconnectivity was specifically focused in the somatomotor
networks themselves. Generalized hyperconnectivity was also
seen throughout the dorsal attention network, again with higher
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FIGURE 6 | Connectivity matrix of regions with altered connectivity between NP and control groups. T-statistic values for whole-brain, all-to-all comparisons between

groups for the 361 ROI combined cortical, subcortical, and cerebellar parcellation. Somatomotor hand, somatomotor mouth, and dorsal attention networks showed

widespread increases in connectivity with nearly every other network. Hyperconnectivity was particularly dense in somatomotor-somatomotor connections. Only

connections with differences at p < 0.05 uncorrected are colored. Warm colors (reds) indicate an increase in connectivity in the NP group when compared to controls.

Cool colors (blues) indicate a decrease in the NP group.

rates of increase in somatomotor networks. Figure 6 shows a
connectivity matrix of T-statistic values for regions showing
differences between groups for the cortical, subcortical, and
cerebellar networks in the 361-ROI parcellation.

The hyperconnectivity in pain subjects compared to controls
was further highlighted when comparing connectivity between
the pain and foot ROIs with the combined parcellation.
Increases (p < 0.05 uncorrected) in connectivity were seen
between the pain ROI and regions within the dorsal attention,
ventral attention, and both somatomotor association networks,
which include areas within sensorimotor cortex, cingulate
cortex, and prefrontal cortex. Increased connectivity was also
observed between the foot ROI and sensorimotor, cingulate,
inferior medial parietal, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices,
corresponding to regions within cingulo-opercular, dorsal
attention, fronto-parietal, somatomotor hand, and unassociated
networks. Connectivity with the hand ROI was also increased
in somatomotor cortex and unilaterally in medial inferior

parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices, corresponding to
default, dorsal attention, fronto-parietal, somatomotor hand,
somatomotor mouth, ventral attention, and unassociated
networks. The effect size of the correlations with the hand ROI,
however, was smaller and more spatially confined than those
with the pain and foot ROIs. Figure 7 shows T-statistic maps
of regions showing differences between groups in connectivity
between the combined parcellation and the pain, foot, and
hand ROIs.

DISCUSSION

Our results indicate a positive relationship between NP after SCI
and neurological activity in insular, cingulate, somatosensory,
medial prefrontal, and inferior medial parietal areas of cerebral
cortex. All of these regions have consistently been indicated in
various other pain conditions (12, 14, 15, 17–19, 21, 34, 35), but
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FIGURE 7 | Regions with increased connectivity to pain, foot, and hand

association regions in NP subjects compared to controls. Regions within the

361 combined parcellation showing increased connectivity (p < 0.05

uncorrected) with individually defined regions associated with pain, foot, and

hand in NP subjects when compared to controls. Hyperconnectivity was seen

between the pain region and parts of the dorsal attention, ventral attention,

and somatomotor networks. The foot region showed increased connectivity

with parts of the cingulo-opercular, dorsal attention, fronto-parietal, and

somatomotor networks. The hand region showed increased connectivity with

default, dorsal attention, fronto-parietal, ventral attention, and somatomotor

networks. Lateral (top left and right), medial (middle left and right), anterior

(bottom left), posterior (bottom right), superior (top middle), and inferior

(bottom middle) views are shown.

their specific relationship to NP in the SCI population has not yet
been thoroughly explored. The SCI population is a particularly
difficult population to study, due to a vast amount of variation
between patients in motor function and sensation below the
level of injury (3) and chronic secondary complications (36),
among other things that may influence neurological behavior.
Wemitigated these issues by strictly controlling our study cohort,
excluding those with chronic secondary conditions and/or motor
function below their level of SCI and maintaining 50:50 ratios
of those with and without sensation below their level of SCI.
We also ensured that there were no significant differences in
range of injury levels between groups (i.e., neither group had a
significantly larger proportion of tetraplegics or paraplegics), so
that upper extremity function was not a contributing factor for
differences between groups.

With this carefully controlled cohort, we have examined
both short-term neurological activation during a somatosensory
focus task and spontaneous low-frequency correlations across
the brain over time that are associated with NP after SCI.
Comparing these results with structurally-based neurological
changes associated with NP in the same cohort1, allow for
validation across modalities and provide support for the
identification of specific targets for future mechanistic research
and targeted treatment approaches.

Our t-fMRI paradigm implemented a novel task that we
developed in attempt to elucidate regions involved specifically in
NP perception. This approach breaks from previous, commonly
used elicited pain paradigms by identifying activity-based
differences during focus on intrinsic somatosensation in painful
vs. non-painful areas of the body. We observed consistent
increases in activation in anterior insula in pain group subjects
both between groups during the pain focus state and within
the pain group between the pain focus state and the non-pain
focus state. Anterior insula has consistently been implicated in
both acute pain perception in healthy adults as well as pain
processing in various neuropathic and non-neuropathic chronic
pain populations (18, 34, 35, 37, 38). In the SCI population,
increased activity in anterior insula was seen during a motor
imagery task in SCI subjects with NP when compared to healthy
controls (39), indicating that activity in this region may be
involved in NP processing regardless of external input.

Anterior insula is also known to be involved in the
maintenance of tonic alertness and somatosensory attention
(40). In patients with peripheral nerve injury resulting in NP
and somatosensory alteration, anterior insula was implicated
both in NP perception and neurological representation of the
body parts in which somatosensation was altered (41). These
neurological responses were reversed as the effects of the
peripheral nerve injuries decreased over time (41). Our results
indicate that anterior insula may be specifically involved in NP
processing and increased somatosensory-spatial integration of
painful body areas in the SCI population as well. The fact that
increases in activity were seen in both between and within group
comparisons, but only during the pain focus state of the task
indicate that during attention to benign somatosensation, the
presence of chronic NP does not result in differential activation.
Increased activity in anterior insula during attention tasks may
therefore indicate a specific response to areas of the body
experiencing chronic pain and not generalized somatosensory
attention in the NP SCI cohort.

Additional regions of the brain associated with somatosensory
integration and representational knowledge were prevalent in
both our t-fMRI and rs-fMRI results. Retrosplenial cortex,
included as part of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), inferior
parietal cortex (IPC), including the precuneus, and vmPFC
showed increases in the pain group in activation during the
pain focus state during our task (Figures 4, 5) and connectivity
at rest to our pain and somatosensation ROIs (Figure 7). All
of these regions are highly interconnected (42) and have been
shown to have altered activity and connectivity patterns in other
chronic pain conditions, cognitive impairment conditions, and
depression (17, 18, 35, 43–45). The precuneus and PCC are
particularly densely interconnected and are commonly associated
with integration of external with internal stimulation and mental
representation (46). These regions are also major components of
the default network, for which there is a considerable body of
knowledge linking default network activity to intrinsic function
and cognition (47).

Although our results in regard to the default network were
not particularly robust, the PCC was correlated with the pain,
foot, and hand ROIs and the IPC was correlated with both
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foot and hand in our NP group subjects. Further, alterations
in connectivity between these regions and regions of the
somatomotor and dorsal attention networks have been associated
with a variety of neurological pathologies (15, 42, 48). Both
the somatomotor networks and the dorsal attention network
showed generalized increases in resting connectivity with other
networks as well as our pain, foot, and hand ROIs, indicating
that discoordination between PCC and IPC and these networks
may contribute to tonic NP symptoms in this cohort. Other
NP populations have seen similar mismatches in coordination
between these networks as well. Diabetic neuropathy patients
have shown altered resting state activity in several areas and
networks of the brain including precuneus, prefrontal cortex,
dorsal and ventral attention networks, and pre- and postcentral
gyri, and it is hypothesized that the discoordination between
these regions is due to impaired ability to process external vs.
internal stimuli (15, 18).

It is already known that SCI results in impaired sensory-motor
function (36) and all of the above listed regions were positively
correlated with one or more of our pain and somatosensory ROIs
in our NP group. However, SCI subjects have been shown to
have decreased connectivity in somatosensory networks when
compared to healthy controls when controlling for presence of
NP within the SCI cohort (8). It can therefore be speculated
that increased connectivity and discoordination between regions
involved in somatosensory integration, including PCC and
IPC, and the somatomotor and dorsal attention networks are
indicative of NP in the SCI population. Strong conclusions
cannot be drawn as to whether this is heightened activity in
response to NP or a pathological compensatory mechanism in
response to decreased activity that occurs due to the sensory
and motor deficits resultant of SCI. However, this study has
identified specific regions and connections of dysregulated
activity specific to the SCI cohort that may be targeted in future
mechanistic research to further improve our understanding
of NP.

Limitations of this study include variability in pain focus
location during our t-fMRI. In an effort to obtain the greatest
contrast between painful and non-painful somatosensation, we
asked pain group subjects to identify their most painful body
part. The majority of the pain subjects (N = 14) identified
their feet or lower extremities, though there were some subjects
for whom their back (N = 2) or shoulders (N = 1) were
most painful. This difference in somatotopic focus during our
task may have resulted in differential activation patterns in
both pain subjects and their control group counter parts who
were asked to focus on the same body parts. Differential
activation and connectivity patterns may have also been caused
by the psychoactive medications taken by many of the subjects.
However, we were unable to control for subjects’ medication
schedules and dosages due to ethical constraints. Additionally, we
did not control for laterality of pain in our pain subjects, though
anecdotally the majority of subjects reported diffuse bilateral
pain. We further expect that for complex tasks, like pain, that
there is enough between-subject heterogeneity in response that
we suspect we would need a larger sample size to clearly define
the main effect of the task.

Finally, our strict methods to control our subject pool,
while important to minimize influence of factors other than
NP on our cohort, limited the size of our cohort and
subsequently our statistical power. Because of this, we were
unable to identify connectivity or activation differences between
groups that remained significant after corrections for multiple
comparisons. While this does limit our ability to draw strong
conclusions about the functional correlates identified here, our
results indicate increased activity and connectivity associated
with our pain group that agree with previous literature. The
goal of this pilot study was to provide exploratory evidence
for functional correlations with NP in a strictly controlled SCI
population. We therefore took a discovery-based approach to
identifying activation and connectivity based differences between
our pain and control groups in order to provide meaningful
insight for future clinical studies with larger, well-controlled
SCI populations.

Although this study was not powered to detect false discovery
rate corrected differences between groups for a whole brain
discovery analysis, the specificity of the regions identified in our
results and their functional associations to sensation and pain
integration align with a priori hypotheses based on previous
pain literature of increases in connectivity in somatomotor,
insular, frontal, and medial parietal regions (11–15). Overall,
this exploratory study has [1] presented a novel task approach
to identify regions of the brain associated with chronic NP; [2]
identified regions of increased task-based activation associated
with NP after SCI within the insula, prefrontal, and medial
inferior parietal cortices; and [3] identified regions of increased
functional connectivity associated with NP after SCI within
sensorimotor, cingulate, prefrontal, and inferior medial parietal
cortices. This work also agrees with our structural analysis
within the same cohort1, identifying specific regions of the brain
associated with significant neurological alteration in SCI subjects
with NP across multiple MRI modalities. Together, the results of
each of these studies serve to substantiate the other and provide
compelling evidence for somatosensory processing regions of
inferior medial parietal cortex as a novel target for therapeutic
intervention to treat NP after SCI.
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